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In forum discussions the MVCB commented
that the citrus industry knows it is a profitable
industry if it could only trade fairly. We are
not looking for handouts, but simply the
need to have government legislation that
we could say is Australian for Australians.

The MVCB applied to HAL for Voluntary
Contribution (VC) funding, to run a leadership
program for young people in the Board area.
Seven participants completed the Impact 
on Citrus program organised by Leading
Industries with its focus on citrus, which
was held over 3 days. The first two days of
the program were conducted in Mildura and
three months later a final day in Melbourne
where participants presented their research
projects to guests at the Melbourne Market
Authority conference room. These people are
the leaders of the future and it is planned 
to run a similar course next year. I would like
to congratulate them on their presentations
and wish them well in the future. I would
also like to thank Tony Filippi, who took 
part in the course and encouraged other
participants to become involved. 

The citrus industry is concerned about the
dramatic increase in compliance costs and
the MVCB is working with other regions and
industries to look at ways of stopping these
increases and working to actually reduce
some of these costs. AQIS has been running
consultative meetings throughout Australia,
advocating the need to increase their charges.
The MVCB has requested these charges not
be increased and has written to the Minister
for Agriculture, requesting that the
Government increase their percentage of
contribution to AQIS to avert this increase.
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The Murray Valley Citrus Board continues to
address current challenges facing the citrus
industry in a proactive and positive manner. 

Consequently, the workload has increased
dramatically for the Board, Chief Executive
and the MVCB staff.

During the last 12 months the MVCB has 
had meetings with Minister Peter McGauran,
re access to China and the need to have a
workable protocol. There is a long way to go
on the details but we have not dropped the
ball yet.

The MVCB has also been actively exploring
new market opportunities for Murray Valley
fruit. A group attended Fruit Logistica in
Berlin, then followed up with contacts,
reported in the previous Citrep. John Tesoriero,
CEO, travelled to India with Austrade to
meet with prospective importers. As well,
there have been meetings with importers
from other countries in Mildura.

Locally, the MVCB has been involved in the
Economic Sustainability Study, co-ordinated
by Mildura Rural City Council and Wentworth
Shire Council. Last year, for the first time,
we experienced all horticultural industries
struggling to remain profitable. A task force,
representing all relevant sectors was 
established to identify and acknowledge
problems within our community and to work
out achievable solutions or assistance
regarding the current issues.

This recommending study is proving to be a
well-researched and valuable document for
both Governments and primary industry 
sectors in general. Similar research will now
be undertaken in the Riverland.
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Chairman’s Report

Robert Mansell

Welcome to the June 2006 edition of Citrep.
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At the recent ACG Citrus Conference in
Mandurah WA, there was a fundamental
shift in the thinking of growers from all
States and regions. This was evidence that
the single most important issue confronting
the citrus growing industry is the manner in
which we market our crop.

At last, on top of the agenda is ‘How can we
institute planned and coordinated marketing?’

The current focus is on such a plan and
coordination into the new export market 
of China. However, there is wide acceptance
that the same approach also needs to take
place into our other export markets. The
largest beneficial impact would be if we also
had planned forwarding to our largest market
- the domestic market, at the same time.

All rural producers are seeing their terms 
of trade being eroded, with the continuing
concentration of power of the retail sector
and of suppliers of goods and services. This
is most evident in industries where there has
been no attempt to address this imbalance
of power. Groups are combining in some
form or another, to plan and coordinate their
produce being marketed, and exploring ways
of concentrating their buying power in
negotiating for goods and services.

The future profitability of our industry will
hinge on how we address this issue.

Neil J Eagle
Chairman, Mid Murray Citrus Growers Inc.
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The Navel season is upon us again. Both
the Industry Development Officer and Field
Officer have compiled and published the
crop forecast data and are developing a
program that predicts the percentage of
blemish and hopefully, the future quality
of fruit and packout quantity.

The ACG held a meeting with processors
and marketers to look at the future of this
Navel season. The southern regions are to
put up their crop forecasts for discussion
on where fruit will be marketed.

Finally, the following average retail price
paid for oranges over the past five years,
shows that the price growers receive has
no bearing on retail prices. These prices
are sourced from the ABS through ACG
and are taken from returns from eight
capital cities.

2001 - $2.32 kg
2002 - $2.75 kg
2003 - $2.33 kg
2004 - $2.66 kg
2005 - $2.50 kg 

Robert Mansell Chairman MVCB

Chairman’s Report Cont’d...

from

Neil Eagle

At the ACG Conference recently held in Perth,
Neil Eagle was presented with the Les Baker
Award. This award, established in 1986 to
commemorate a long-serving ACG President,
the late Les Baker, recognises meritorious
service that contributes to the development,
progress and improvement of the Australian
citrus industry. Recipients are presented
with a certificate and $500.00.    

Currently Chairman of the Mid Murray Citrus
Growers, Neil has contributed significantly
to the citrus industry during his 55 years of
involvement and is a very worthy recipient.
His leadership roles include Chairman of
Border Packers Pty Ltd since 1972, Chairman
of the Mid Murray Citrus Growers Association
from 1987 to 1997, Chairman of the
Australian Citrus Growers Inc for 4 years,
Vice Chairman for 3 years and Executive
Council member since 1988. He also 

participated in citrus benchmarking tours,
visiting South Africa, USA and a Ministerial
Study Tour to China, Laos and Vietnam. As
well, Neil has had significant involvement
with Horticulture Australia’s Water Use
Efficiency program. He is a long-standing
committee member on a number of water
and irrigation organisations. 

On behalf of all involved in citrus in the
Murray Valley Citrus Board region, the MVCB
congratulates Neil Eagle, AO, as the 2006
recipient of the Les Baker Award.

A Report from Mid-Murray

Les Baker Award
Goes to Neil Eagle 

NET BAG
SUPPLIES

Murray Valley packers are advised
that supplies of generic Navel,

Valencia, Grapefruit and Imperial
Mandarin net bags are available

through the Board office. Discount
prices are offered to all registered

Murray Valley packers.

Stocks of net bags are offered 
as follows:

3 kg net bags (1000 nets to a box)
Navel / Valencia / Grapefruit

1.5 kg net bags (1000 nets to a box)
Navel / Valencia / Grapefruit

1.5 kg net bags (500 nets to a box)
Imperial Mandarin

Further information may be
obtained by contacting Kerry Needs

at the MVCB office.

Telephone 03 5051 0500



India is a growing market which is starting
to get its cold chain together. We visited
some state of the art cold storage facilities
and were impressed by the plans in place to
grow this important sector. India, in my view,
is a country that is about to explode with
regard development. Supermarkets are
becoming more prominent and the delegation
felt it was a good opportunity for the citrus
industry to get in on the ground floor and
grow with the market.

Orange juice consumption is big in India, they
have a sizeable citrus industry themselves
for juice production; they also produce an
easy peel mandarin variety as an eating
orange. An opportunity exists for Australian
Navel exports; however an education process
will be necessary as Indians are not 
accustomed to this variety. There is a clear
preference for Valencias as a juicing fruit.
We were advised that 70% of citrus imports
into India are Valencias and 30% Navel.   

India is not a dumping ground for low quality
fruit, it is definitely a premium market
requiring Class 1 and 2 fruit with count
ranges of between 100 and 138 preferred.
Quite clearly, Australia is a high cost producer
and we need to target the premium market
where price generally is not the only 
consideration.

During the visit I was able to meet many
importers, all keen to do business with
Australia and will be passing on contacts to
our export packers so that they can take
advantage and make contact with potential
importers with a view to capitalizing on export
opportunities for our Murray Valley Citrus.

John Tesoriero Chief Executive
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Chief Executive’s Report 

Accompanying me on the delegation were
Craig Urand from Austrade, Allan Anderson
- AND Services, Frank Nardi -Twin Palms
Citrus, John Bailey - EJT Packers, Ken Grivic
- Belvec Pty Ltd and Kornel de Toerkenczy -
Mildura Vine Nursery.

As background, agriculture accounts for
approximately 25% of India’s gross domestic
product and provides employment for about
65% of the working population. India is the
second largest producer of fruit and vegetables
in the world but an estimated one-third of
the annual crop is wasted or destroyed due
to poor post harvest techniques and 
inadequate transportation, refrigeration 
and processing infrastructure. 

Restrictions on importing of fruit and 
vegetables into India were lifted in 1999.
Australia’s exports of vegetables and fruits
into India in 2004/05 were valued at A$90
million. Australia’s proximity to India and
the counter seasonal harvest are highly
advantageous, although import duties are
high and difficulties can be experienced
with import permits.

Australia is perceived in the Indian market
as a supplier of quality product and there is
certainly potential demand for our citrus.
The importers we visited expressed a clear
preference for Australian horticultural 
products.

The delegation visited three major Indian
cities namely: Mumbai on the north-west
coast, Bangalore in central-south and
Chennai on the south-east coast.
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John Tesoriero

Opportunities in India
Recognising the potential of India as a market for our citrus, 
I participated in an Austrade delegation from April 29 to May 6, 2006.

John Tesoriero (left) and Sudhakar Chauhan, Managing Director of SFC Marketing in Chennai, India.
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Dr Sonya Broughton also spoke on Integrated
Pest Management, specifically for WA and
the trials they are currently undertaking.

Over lunch, delegates were provided with
two further presentations, one on research
being undertaken by RSA Stellenbosch
University student Elbe Coetsee, on Lemon
Rind Oil, and which lemons are suitable for
developing that product; and the other by
Professor Donald Peterson, US Department
of Agriculture on mechanical harvesting,
particularly of juice oranges. The video
footage that Dr Peterson provided proved 
of great interest to most growers, with some
hope being expressed for future developments
in technology, which could significantly cut
labour costs in citrus harvesting.

Mechanical harvesting in the US is mainly
undertaken in Florida and the US Government
has committed $2million/year for 10 years
to research further options in this area.
There are a number of different types of
harvesters and even experiments with robotic
harvesting. There is potential with mechanical
harvesting to reduce harvest costs by 75%
and retain satisfactory fruit quality, with
certain machines. At this stage, the 
machinery itself is still a high cost and
mainly suitable for juice fruit as opposed to
fresh; but if interest is shown by contractors
this could become a harvest option in the
near future.

The afternoon included a farm walk at the
joint WA College of Agriculture and WA
Department of Agriculture farm. Delegates
were shown new trial varieties of citrus 
presented by Grahame Sanderson, and Tahir
Khurshid spoke on Ralex and presented field
evidence of fruit size after Ralex treatment.

Business Day

Day Two of the Conference was the Business
Day, with numerous presentations and
reports from HAL, Plant Health Australia,
HAC, SA Citrus Growers and Queensland
Citrus Growers.

Plant Health Australia

Lindy Hyam, CEO of Plant Health Australia,
spoke on the Emergency Plant Health
Response Deed. ACG is now a signatory to
this legally binding document. 78 pests have
been categorised under the deed with a
focus on high pest threats. The citrus industry
now has a formal position at the 
decision-making table, which wasn’t the
case with the Canker outbreak at Emerald.
The outline of how the Canker outbreak was
handled, demonstrated the need for better
communication between Government 
agencies, industry bodies and farmers.

ACG Report

Judith Damiani, CEO of ACG spoke on the
ACG Strategic Plan and how they have
received $350,000 from DAFF to undertake
a new strategic plan and how capacity
building will be a major focus in the next 
12 months. The Board will also be 
undertaking a skill and resource audit 
across the citrus industry.

In relation to China, Judith indicated that
1000 orchards were being registered this
year for export to China.

ACG will also continue to improve their
communications to growers and affiliate
organisations regarding industry matters.

On arrival at Mandurah, a formal welcome
from Greg Beales, Chair of WA Fruit Growers
Association Citrus Council, was held for the
150 or so delegates. This informal networking
session provided an opportunity to meet 
citrus industry stakeholders from right across
the country and compare notes on 
productivity, marketing problems, and the
downturn that has hit the industry so
severely in the past 12 months.

Field Day

Day One was an informative Field Day.
Delegates were shown around the Harvey
region, a mostly horticultural district some
80kms south of Mandurah. When the 
deregulation of the dairy industry occurred 
a few years back, this region began to move
further toward horticultural production,
making use of the irrigation infrastructure
already in place.

Delegates were taken to one of the citrus
properties owned by the Pergoliti family,
who are working with Helen Ramsey from
the WA Department of Agriculture in 
developing orchards to produce better quality
fruit. Helen is a Development Officer and
works between six properties selected in the
south-west of WA. These six sites have been
selected as demonstration sites to show how
management practices can influence yield
and crop quality.

Whilst on site, delegates were given a
demonstration on Confidor application to
trees and how it can control scale, leaf minor
and aphids in citrus. The active ingredient in
Confidor is Imidaclopid and fruit cannot be
harvested until 20 weeks after application.

ACG Conference 
26th March - 28th March 2006
The 58th Annual Conference of Australian Citrus Growers, held at The Atrium, Mandurah WA, provided
stakeholders involved in the industry a chance to network, be provided with technical and market
opportunity updates and to debate current issues facing the industry generally.
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Motion 4: Moved: Kevin Cock
That the citrus industry maintain liaison
with AQIS in negotiating market access and
protection of Australian horticulture from
exotic pests and diseases.
CARRIED

Motion 5: Moved: Kevin Cock
ACG pursue with utmost urgency the De
Lima fruit fly research into time/temperature
as a high priority for citrus.
CARRIED

Motion 6: Moved: Anne Mansell
That ACG supports the initiative undertaken
by Sunraysia Citrus Growers on pursuing
adequate Anti-Dumping legislation changes.
CARRIED.

Forums - China

A round table discussion was held on 
marketing into China, with Chair, Mark Chown,
Consultant David Hanlon and HAL Market
Access Committee Coordinator Stephen
Winter. This proved to be a disappointing
insight with no new issues being presented.

China’s imports of oranges are growing, but
this is dominated by the USA and at this
stage China is only exporting 55, 325 tonnes
of citrus. Tariffs are currently 11% on oranges
and 12% on mandarins going into China.

ACG are facilitating a process looking at 
co-ordinated marketing into China and a
presentation on this will be made to
Horticulture Australia and then DAFF.
Building a brand will be an important part
of exporting to China, but we need to work
out how we will fund this.

Delegates were made aware that exports
this year would be a trial of sorts and all
fruit would have to meet the protocol and
standards that the Chinese have requested.
At this stage, this is seen as a beginning of a
market that will grow over time, but is still
fraught with many challenges.

Other Presentations

Chair of the Murray Valley Citrus Board,
Robert Mansell, gave a presentation on Fruit
Logistica held in Berlin in February and
investigations into further export opportunities
to Europe. Robbie Sangster from Maersk
Australia explained the assistance and 
standards they provide with intransit cold
treatment.

The official dinner was another networking
opportunity for delegates, with an address
by the WA Minister for Agriculture. The
annual Les Baker Award was deservedly 
presented to Neil Eagle, Chairman of 
Mid-Murray Citrus Growers Inc for his
incredible achievements over the many years
he has been involved in the citrus industry. 

Note: Peter Crisp, Chairman, Sunraysia Citrus
Growers Inc, was unable to attend the 
conference due to his essential involvement
at the toxic waste panel hearing, currently
underway in Mildura. His presence was sorely
missed by delegates from the 
Mid- Murray area.

HAC

Kris Newton, CEO of HAC, spoke on the need
to support what is reputed to be the peak
agri-political organisation for Horticulture.
HAC are developing policies on industry
issues and lobbying government to incorporate
HAC policy positions in government policy.

The Corrish Report - Creating our Future -
will be an important document which will
shape horticulture for the next 10-15 years
and is available on the DAFF website.

The Minister for Agriculture has deemed
2006 the Year of Horticulture, so now is a
good time to lobby for further market access
and other policy issues that will assist 
profitability.

Motions

Sunraysia Citrus Growers had six motions
before the conference, which provoked 
some very good debate from governance
issues through to biosecurity, fruit fly and 
anti-dumping. Five of the six motions 
were won.

Motion 1: Moved: Anne Mansell
That the Board of Australian Citrus Growers
(ACG) develops a policy in regard to future
Chairs of ACG being ineligible to hold a 
concurrent Chair position of a State 
affiliated organisation.
LOST

Motion 2: Moved: Kevin Cock
That the skill base in administration and the
Board of Directors of ACG be examined in
respect to appointing experts outside the
citrus industry
CARRIED

Motion 3: Moved: Kevin Cock
That ACG and the Federal Government
immediately commence renegotiation of the
China Protocols and biosecurity arrangements
for legal trade with China.
CARRIED

Report from Sunraysia
Citrus Growers Directors:
Kevin Cock, Anne Mansell
& Jan Denham



Jeremy Giddings
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Irrigating Citrus This Winter
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• Be aware that Mandarin and other easy 
peel varieties have a different water 
requirement to all other citrus varieties.  
While the main difference in water use 
occurs in the autumn period, some 
differences have been observed during 
winter. These varieties should receive 
their own individual irrigation 
requirements.

• In the last few seasons irrigators of all 
crop types have found that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to achieve adequate 
depth of penetration of watering, 
regardless of irrigation volumes applied.  
As a result irrigators are now looking at 
ripping, but more commonly applying soil
additives such as gypsum. While it is the 
irrigators who have adopted accurate soil
moisture monitoring equipment to readily
identify this problem, all irrigators can 
check water penetration by simply digging
in the active rootzone following irrigation.

Jeremy Giddings
Irrigation Officer, NSW Department of
Primary Industries, Dareton

The following points should be considered
by citrus irrigators in the June to September
period:

• Growers are reminded that in winter and 
spring the most active part of the rootzone
is in the top 30 cm only. While at other 
times during the season the full rootzone
depth (usually 80-100cm depending on 
the presence of soil inhibiting layers) 
should be monitored. During this period 
monitoring should be concentrated in 
this relatively shallow depth to determine
irrigation timing. Low water use occurs 
at depth, and irrigations pushed any 
deeper are a waste of water and fertiliser.
At the same time if irrigations are too far
apart, this shallow, active area can dry 
out too much.

Irrigation management in winter,
as with all times of the year for
citrus, is important to provide
you with the best chance of 
producing healthy trees and good
quality fruit. Proper irrigation
scheduling in winter has received
more attention in recent seasons,
due a lack of local rainfall.

Advertise your service or product in the next issue of Citrep.
For further information about advertising in Citrep please contact Kerry

at the MVCB office on 03 5021 1890.

Jeremy Giddings demonstrating how to measure drip emitter pressure. (Photo courtesy Sunraysia Daily.)



Another issue, which was considered in 
calculating the forecast, was the accuracy of
last season’s actual production. Figures were
obtained from levies paid per tonne for fruit
packed and processed. Some information, on
the amount of dumped fruit, was provided
by packers (estimated to be about 5000
tonnes).

Blemish assessment for Navels has also been
undertaken using the Riversun model for
defects. This information should be available
by mid May.

In summary, the Navel crop was similar in
many ways to last season. This is taking into
consideration the Navelina variety that
comprises a major portion of the early Navel
crop. However, the fruit size of this variety is
generally down. The overall fruit size of the
mid-season Navels has increased with late
Navels appearing similar in size to last year.
The forecast for Valencias is more of an
average crop in relation to the number of
hectares currently in production.

For further information please contact:

Mr Tony Filippi
Industry Development Officer, MVCB at the
Citrus Board office on 03 5051 0504.
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Over a three-month period, fruit growth rates
of both Navels and Valencias was monitored
throughout the Murray Valley. This data is
useful to growers, packers, processors, 
marketers and exporters. It enables these
parties to position themselves early as to
what is needed and when to harvest.
Information such as size, quality and volume
of fruit that is available for the marketplace,
both domestically and abroad, is critical
when negotiating forward orders and 
determining price. 

In return for this information, the co-operation
of growers, packers, processors, marketers
and exporters in providing accurate and
timely information relating to market 
conditions, prices, through-puts, fruit in
storage and distribution is extremely 
important throughout the harvest period, 
to validate forecasting predictions.

Based on fruit density counts, fruit size and
growth rate measurements taken during
January, February and March, it is estimated
that this season’s total Navel crop will be
100,750 tonnes, which is approximately 4%
below last season’s estimate. A breakdown
of this Navel forecast shows the early season
Navels to be approximately 32,062 tonnes,
mid season Navels approximately 24,075
tonnes, with the late season Navels to be
approximately 44, 613 tonnes.

This amount is still significantly up (30%) 
on the ten year average, but with top worked
trees and new plantings continually coming
into production, the figure this year is believed
to be more realistic relative to what will to
be produced in our region into the future.

The total Valencia crop forecast for 2006/2007
is 28,150 tonnes, with a harvest date of
September/October. It is expected that the
crop may increase by approximately 8.3% 
if harvested at the beginning of December,
representing an extra 2,336 tonnes.

In terms of fruit quality and size, the Valencia
crop is a little under the ten year average
(based on yield per hectare) which was
expected after coming off a very large 
harvest in season 2005/06.

Continuing the previous trend, approximately
90 hectares of Valencia plantings have been
removed in the past twelve months, to be
replaced with more profitable varieties.

For a more detailed breakdown of estimates
and percentages, copies of the Navel and
Valencia crop forecast predictions for the
coming season are available to all MVCB
members upon request at our office in Pine
Avenue, Mildura. Ph 50510500. Brief 
information will also be available on our
website www.mvcitrus.org.au

Navel & Valencia Crop Forecast 
Season 2006/2007

From data collected, Crop forecasting for Navel and Valencia crops
in the MVCB region for the 2006/2007 season was completed at
the end of March.

Brenton Goullet (Colignan) using a 10X hand lens at full bloom.
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The tour was led by Bill Robinson and Danny
Thornton of Mildura Fruit Company. Key
Mildura Fruit Company growers with their
families made up the majority of the touring
party. To illustrate the quality of the tour to
Spain, growers such as Alan Whyte and Greg
Chislett were making the trip for the third
time. As always, MFC invites key citrus
industry personnel - 2006 saw Ken Bevington
from NSW Agriculture and Tony Filippi from
the Murray Valley Citrus Board attend.

The Spanish citrus industry is eleven times
larger than the Australian citrus industry. It is
the largest exporter of fresh eating citrus in
the world. The industry has been, and 
continues to be, strongly supported by
Government. There are no national or local
district boards or a levy system. High level
current R&D through a network of universities
and research institutions flows through to
industry. The majority of fruit grown in Spain
is exported to other EU countries. Currently,
the industry comprises approximately 40%
oranges (Navels & Valencias), 40% easy peel
mandarins and 20% of other types of citrus
such as lemons and grapefruit.

MFC Spanish consultant, John Chavarria
organised the itinerary of the tour. John’s
input to the tour was invaluable. He is held
in very high regard in the Spanish citrus
industry and has the relationships and 
contacts to allow us access to farms and
institutions that would otherwise be 
impossible. John’s ability to translate 
the language and relate it to Australian 
circumstances is absolutely critical to the
success of the tour.

Highlights of the tour included:

• Numerous recently planted and existing 
citrus orchards displaying highest 
technical expertise 

• Research facility CIFA (Andalusian region
-  60,000 ha’s citrus) 

• Research facility IVIA (Valencia region 
- 160,000 ha’s citrus)

• Commercial citrus management 
companies 

• Citrus packhouses

The Southern regions of Spain are planting
large areas of citrus at seemingly breakneck
speed. One farm visited, planted over 1000
hectares in one season. Currently in Spain
this season, new planting acreage equates
to greater than the entire Australian citrus
industry acreage combined. Economies of
scale by adopting large farms are proving
important in Spain in achieving good returns 

in a competitive European market. The
amount of money being invested requires
professional horticultural management 
companies making all the strategic decisions
on the properties. Importantly, this begins
with the planning phase of the orchards
before planting. Tour participants were very
impressed with the quality of nursery trees,
planting techniques, flexibility of the irrigation
designs and the simple, but highly effective,
methods of continual fertiliser injection to
the irrigation water.

It was impossible not to notice the types 
of soil these citrus orchards are planted in.
A mixture of rock and clay, most Australian
growers would never consider walking on let
alone planting citrus in it! The tour group
were continually amazed at the performance
and uniformity of the citrus trees in these
challenging soils. There is no question that
fertigation provides the platform for these
plantings to flourish. Many Spanish growers
we spoke to were using very high rates of
fertiliser throughout the growing season, with
Nitrogen rates of 400 plus units per hectare.
These high levels were fine, as long as all
other fertiliser macro and micro elements
were in balance, according to the growers
we spoke to. All growers were injecting 
fertiliser every time they irrigated - the water
was never without a small concentration 
of fertiliser to continuously provide for the
needs of the trees.

In March 2006, Mildura Fruit Company (MFC

1 2

Citrus Study T
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The varieties of citrus predominantly being
planted in Southern Spain are Clementine
easypeeler selections and Navel oranges.
There has been a trend developing in recent
times in Spain of the planting of late Navel
varieties, to extend their marketing windows.
Australia has some of the best selections of
late Navels in the world and our Spanish hosts
were continually requesting more information
from the tour participants. This sparked some
fascinating discussion. Nursery operators Greg
and Sue Chislett (Chislett Developments Pty
Ltd, Kenley Vic) and Bob Jolley (Aussie Orange,
Wentworth NSW) provided important 
technological transfer, as well as practical
information from growers and technical
data from tour researchers. Australian late
Navel varieties seen performing exceptionally
well in Spain were Chislett, Barnfield and
Powell summer Navels. All trees showed
excellent vigour, consistent yields and very
good fruit size and quality.

The Murcia region probably represents similar
growing conditions to that of Sunraysia,
although there are still some areas with
coastal climatic influence. Murcia up the
east coast to Valencia has a mix of larger
and small farms. Interestingly, a large 
percentage of the Spanish citrus industry is
made up of these smaller lots where growers

have less than 3 hectares. These growers
usually have another primary source of
income and run the farm outside of work
hours. Some packing sheds have over 3000
listed growers; such is the dynamic of the
smaller farms.

By gazing across the horizons, it soon became
obvious to the tour participants that citrus
production is undergoing a change. Where
continual small plots of citrus stood along
the coast of the Mediterranean, thousands
of cranes are furiously working to erect 
holiday villas in their place. The Spanish
coastline has attracted a huge influx of 
holidaymakers and new homeowners due 
to the fantastic climate and lifestyle this
region has to offer.

Packhouses visited were exceptionally clean
and well organised. As growers pick in smaller
crates compared to the 420kg bins used in
Australia, the packhouses use vastly different
machinery in tipping the fruit and stacking
the crates. North of Valencia, the San Alfonso
packhouse displayed excellent ethylene
gassing room facilities for the degreening 
of fruit. San Alfonso degreens a very high
percentage of its fruit intake, from Clementine
mandarins through to Navel oranges and
lemons. Another notable feature of the
packhouse was the forced air cooling facility.

After fruit was packed and cartons were
palletised, they entered the forced air-cooling
channels, to bring the pulp temperature of
the fruit down to 2oC in one hour to maintain
the cool chain. The other notable feature of
the Spanish packhouses was the quality and
scope of packaging material used.  

Beautifully designed single and double 
layered trays, some with netting and fruit
wrapping were being sent to high value,
short transit markets within Europe. 

Further enquiries should be directed to: 

Mr Danny Thornton
Grower Services Representative,
Mildura Fruit Company

C) hosted its third Citrus Study Tour to Spain.  

1  MFC Spanish citrus tour participants.    2  MFC Consultant, John Chavarria, showing how they cut the trees after planting in Spain.   3  MFC Grower Services Manager, Bill Robinson, at a farm near Seville.    
4  Typical topsoil in southern Spain - note the quality fruit.
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Tour To Spain
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MRCC Resources Recovery Facility And Transfer Station

WHERE IS IT LOCATED?

The Resource Recovery Centre is located at
the Mildura Landfill (Corner of Thirteenth
Street and Ontario Avenue).

HOW WILL THE NEW FACILITY BENEFIT ME? 

ECO FRIENDLY
It will divert reusable/recyclable material from
landfill - a convenient effective way to 
benefit the local environment. Material
diverted from landfill will be separated into
many different streams:
• Re-use items that will be dismantled, 

restored or modified and sold at the 
Aroundagain Centre (Sales yard at the 
Mildura Landfill). This may include timber,
furniture, books, computers, white goods,
bikes, etc.

• Recycling material (paper, cardboard, 
plastic, glass, aluminium, etc) collected 
on site and transported to various 
processing plants.

• Green Waste to be collected and processed
in mulch.

• Concrete
• Waste Engine and Cooking Oil
• Metals to be transported off site for 

re-processing.
• Garbage to be transferred to landfill.

SAFE
• All domestic trailers, utes or boots will 

deposit waste at unloading bays - no 
longer having to drive to the landfill 
tipping face to unload waste.

• Domestic users will not have to negotiate
areas at the landfill where heavy 
machinery is in operation.

CLEAN
• The Recovery Facility is sealed and covered.
• The Transfer Station waste bays are sealed.
• These areas protect users from the 

elements as well as muddy areas.
• The Resource Recovery unloading area 

will be fully maintained by trained 
Aroundagain staff.

• The Transfer Station unloading area will be
fully maintained by trained Council staff.

MODERN
• It will contain 7, state-of-the-art, bays 

enabling green waste and domestic waste
to be unloaded.

For further information on the new facility
please contact Council’s Environmental
Services Technical Officer Cassandra 
Circosta on 5018 8481.

WHAT IS A ‘RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITY’?

A Resource Recovery Facility provides
domestic customers with the opportunity 
to recycle material that would otherwise go
to landfill. As far as practicable, recyclable
materials will be removed from the waste
stream rather than being dumped in the
landfill.  

WHAT IS A ‘TRANSFER STATION’?

A Transfer Station provides domestic 
customers with a safe, clean, all weather
area to deposit their waste. Domestic loads
of waste will no longer be deposited at the
Mildura Landfill Tipping Face, but rather at
series of seven bays that allow customers 
to deposit their waste into 31 cubic meter
waste skips. These waste skips are moved 
by landfill staff and deposited at the landfill
tipping face.

Great news - on Monday the 23rd January 2006, the Mildura
Landfill site became a major centre for the recovery of waste
materials - rather than just a waste disposal area - through the
opening of a Resource Recovery Facility and Transfer Station. 

The development of this new facility has taken several years of
planning and has further developed existing partnerships between
the Mildura Rural City Council, Christie Centre Inc and
Sustainability Victoria.

1  Opening of the new MRCC Waste Recovery Facility and Transfer Station.    2  Waste Recovery Facility signage.
3  Waste Recovery Facility skips and safety barriers.
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30 CITTgroup meetings were conducted over
the previous twelve months covering 21 topics. 

Topics and activities covered during 2005/06
were:

From April 2005

• Riverland ‘Best Practice’ bus study tour
• Best practice and fruit sizing trials
• 2005 USA export season preview
• Trial results and season outlook
• Varietal & Rootstock trials. Ralex trial 

results
• ‘Drip Irrigation’ - A citrus growers’ guide 

Book Launch
• Pest awareness workshops
• South African MOHT fertigation methods
• Ethrel workshops - ‘Crop load assessment

and chemical thinning
• 2005 USA export season review
• The effects of production conditions on 

out-turn quality/ Copper and GA application

CITTgroups in 2006

• Yield estimation and orchard nutrient 
balance

• Understanding tissue analysis and leaf 
sampling

• Chemical risk management workshop
• Shipping containers for export
• Pre harvest rind breakdown/GA colour 

development and GA trial inspection walk
/Crop forecast

Future CITTgroup Meetings

• 2006 USA export season preview
• ‘Practice for Profit’ - release of stage one 

of project
• Basic fertigation principles and operation
• Soil nutrition workshops
• New release of Mandarin field walk 

- CSIRO

Fertigation

South Africa - Martinez Open Hydroponics
Technology (MOHT) (Yandilla Park)
Teenie Du Preez spoke to CITTgroup meetings
about plant nutrition and fertigation at a
workshop made available through Yandilla
Park. This mostly advocated the virtues of
MOHT, discussing topics from motivation for
MOHT, oxygen accumulation around the
roots, use of help lines, to management
requirements of such a system.

These presentations were partly funded
through the National CITTgroup programs
contingency fund utilized to bring recognised
speakers to as many CITTgroup regions of
Australia as possible. 

Rind Quality

The main aim of this session was to bring
growers up to speed on the three and half
year funded project "Communicating The
Effects Of Production Conditions On Outturn
Quality"

Other presentations covered were related to
management practices for rind quality that
needed to be considered at this stage of the
season. These were "Understanding Copper
in Citrus" and "GA Application for Rind
Quality"

Research

Ralex and crop regulation/sizing research
trials have now been completed. The 
information is extremely important to 
growers so they have an understanding of
how the chemical manipulates the tree by
flower suppression and the results obtained
when correctly applied. A useful tool when
anticipated flowering will be excessive.
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Pest Management

With greater emphasis on integrated pest
management (IPM), pest awareness workshops
with groups of between 8 - 12 participants
were conducted over Spring. These consisted
of one hour of theory to understand the
biology of the pest and the control options,
before moving out into the orchard to search
for and identify the pest, using a hand lens
provided by CITTgroups Australia.

Grower Feedback

While feedback to co-ordinators about 
sessions held by CITTgroups is usually positive,
it is imperative to find out from all growers
if there are more preferred methods of
transferring this information.

Some questions to ask are:
• How many meetings should be held each

year? 
• Are the meetings covering the information

needed?
• Will I attend CITTgroups for some, or every

topic this year? If not, why not?
• What issues or topics concern me that 

CITTgroups could assist with?

Obviously there are many more questions.
This list is to stimulate comments, and any
innovative suggestions are encouraged. The
aim is to make CITTgroups a more effective
body that will assist in improving best 
practice in the Murray Valley.

Funding & Management

Murray Valley CITTgroups are managed
through the Murray Valley Citrus Board,
with funding from the citrus grower levy
and funds from Horticulture Australia
through the national co-ordinator, Australian
Citrus Growers. Tony Filippi is the Murray
Valley CITTgroup Co-ordinator and can be
contacted on 0427 211 890.

Anyone with interest in the citrus industry 
is welcome to attend meetings. For meeting
information please contact the Murray
Valley Citrus Board, to receive CITTgroup
notices through email or fax. Contact the
MVCB on 03 5051 0500.
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CITTgroups 2006 Update And Into 
The Future

Since arriving at the MVCB one of my prime objectives has been
to maintain the remarkable work of the CITTgroup meetings 
established by my predecessor Peter Morrish. Having been a 
participant in these groups over the years, I appreciate the value
these meetings provide growers for receiving the latest in research
and industry information.



Descriptions of the New Varieties

Merbeingold 2336 and Merbeingold 2350
produce sweet, juicy and easy-to-peel fruits
that are seedless or have the capacity to be
seedless. As such, they meet a range of criteria
that will make them attractive to consumers,
who increasingly demand more convenient-
to-eat fresh citrus.

Merbeingold 2336
Fruits of Merbeingold 2336 are seedless
even when challenged by viable pollen in 
an open-pollinated situation. Fruits have
contained one-or-two seeds when controlled
cross-pollinations have been conducted
using Merbeingold 2336 as a parent in the
breeding program. The fruits are easy-to-peel
and the segments, which separate readily,
are very tender with relatively soft walls,
easy to eat and can be described as melting.
With oBrix around 10 and an acid 
concentration less than 1% at maturity, the
juice has a pleasant sweet flavour. These
sensory characteristics are favoured by 
children.

Though more orange than red-orange, rind
colour is more intense than Imperial mandarin.
Growers, packers and marketers who have
sampled the fruits have suggested
Merbeingold 2336 could be regarded as 
a seedless Imperial type.

Fruits of Merbeingold 2336 can be snapped
from the tree, but care is needed as the 
button will be removed if harvesting is too
violent.  Fruits of Merbeingold 2336 are
mature June-through-July in Sunraysia,
although the exact time for optimum quality
will depend on region, rootstock and season.
The range in fruit size tends to be similar to
Imperial mandarin.

Merbeingold 2350
Fruits of Merbeingold 2350 have the capacity
to be seedless with seed numbers dependent
on cross-pollination. In regional test plots,
seed numbers have ranged from 0-to-10 per
fruit. Where planted close to navel orange
trees, which being pollen sterile are unable
to cross-pollinate Merbeingold 2350’s flowers,
seed numbers have been one-or-less per
fruit with a large proportion seedless. When
surrounded by pollen producers such as
Valencia orange, Murcott tangor and Minneola
tangelo, higher seed numbers have been
recorded as cross-pollination is promoted.
Successful production of seedless and 
low-seeded fruits will depend on Merbeingold
2350’s location with regard to potential
cross-pollinator varieties.  

The rind is thin and fruits are easy-to-peel
leaving segments free of albedo tissue.
Segments are readily separated, tender with
soft walls and a pleasant eating texture.
The rind, though thin, is strong giving a robust
intact fruit, suggesting it will ship well and
be suited for export.
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Origins

Merbeingold 2336 and Merbeingold 2350
came from a series of controlled crosses
made in 1984 to recombine the characteristics
of Imperial mandarin and Ellendale tangor
for selection under Australian conditions.

Seedling hybrids from the crosses were 
evaluated initially for seedlessness and other
fruit quality characteristics. Based on at
least 4 seasons’ data, 10 promising hybrids
were distributed to regional grower-based
sites under testing agreements, for the next
phase of evaluation and selection. Trees for
this second phase were propagated either in
the nursery to sweet orange, Cleopatra
mandarin or Carrizo citrange rootstocks, or
by top-working to established orchard trees
at the regional sites. The selections were
also planted in a comparative trial at the
CSIRO.

Tree performance in regional test plots and
the comparative trial has been monitored
since 2003 and the accrued data analysed
and used to select Merbeingold 2336 and
Merbeingold 2350 as potential new mandarin
varieties for the citrus industry.
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First varieties nominated for release from the national citrus 
breeding program.

1 & 2  Fruits of Merbeingold 2336

1 Since 1990, funds from Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL), and thus Australian Citrus Growers and the Australian Federal Government, have supported citrus breeding at Merbein.  The research, however, actually dates back
to a meeting of research and extension officers held in the early 1980s when CSIRO agreed to start breeding new mandarins suited to Australia.  In 1996, CSIRO’s breeding research was combined with that conducted by
Queensland’s Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries at Bundaberg into the National Citrus Scion Breeding Program (HAL project CT96014).  This national program has continued to receive HAL funds for projects
CT00012 and currently CT04007.

Merbeingold
2336 and 2350

1

An announcement was made at the ACG Annual Conference 
in Mandurah that mandarin varieties, Merbeingold 2336 and
Merbeingold 2350, have been nominated for release from the
breeding program conducted at the CSIRO Plant Industry, Merbein.
As part of the National Citrus Scion Breeding Program1, the varieties
are the first to be released from a series of projects that commenced
in 1990 with funding support from Horticulture Australia Ltd (HAL).
It is anticipated that other varieties will be released in future years.
This article outlines the origin of the new varieties, provides a
description of each and gives details concerning their anticipated
availability to Australian citrus growers. 



The juice has a oBrix of around 11-12 and,
with an acid concentration of 1% or just
under at maturity, fruits of Merbeingold
2350 are pleasantly sweet with excellent
consumer appeal.

The rind is an attractive red-orange which
should have high appeal in retail markets.
As such, the fruit has been compared to the
variety Nova, but so far it does not appear
to suffer granulation like Nova. Fruits of
Merbeingold 2350 can be snapped from the
tree leaving the button intact. They reach
maturity from late June-through-August in
Sunraysia, depending on soil type, rootstock
and season. Fruit size is good with mean
fruit weights in the range 120-140g.

Rootstocks for the Varieties
So far, the two varieties have been propagated
in the nursery to Carrizo citrange, Symon’s
sweet orange and Cleopatra mandarin 
rootstocks. To date, there have been no 
indications of incompatibility with these
stocks. Similarly, they have been top-worked
successfully to established orchard trees
where the interstocks have been Valencia or
navel orange with citrange or sweet orange
rootstocks.

Anticipated Availability of the Varieties 
to Australian Citrus Growers

During 1999, the National Citrus Scion
Breeding Reference Committee was formed
to monitor and advise on the breeding 
program’s activities. Committee membership
draws from industry, HAL and the two
research agencies, CSIRO and QDPI&F.
Industry representation is from Auscitrus
and the four major regions of production,
namely the Central Burnett in Queensland,
the Riverland in South Australia, Sunraysia
at the NSW–Victoria border, and the 
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• Growers will only be able to market their 
fruit through nominated licensed packers 
who will use a trade mark name to 
identify fruit that meets agreed quality 
standards.

Currently buds are being multiplied by
Auscitrus for an anticipated availability in
limited numbers to licensed nurseries during
spring 2006. Further buds will be available
in autumn and spring 2007, and spring 2008
before field bud source trees will be ready
for cutting. It is anticipated that expressions
of interest from prospective nurseries will 
be advertised during late winter 2006 and
growers will be advised when they will be
able to place orders for trees shortly 
thereafter via the commercialiser. 

Dr Steve Sykes is the citrus breeder at CSIRO
Plant Industry and he is the coordinator of
the National Citrus Scion Breeding Program
(HAL project CT04007). The breeding 
program’s reference committee welcomes
any feedback from growers concerning this
article, which can be channeled through
Steve on 03 5051 3100 
or email steve.sykes@csiro.au. 

Steve Sykes
Industry Development Officer, MVCB

Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area in NSW. With
releases imminent from the breeding program,
a major role for the reference committee
has been to develop a strategy to 
commercialise new varieties. 

In formulating a breeding plan for the 
program, the reference committee developed
a broad based commercialisation strategy
for new varieties2. To ensure the strategy’s
success, it needs to be managed so that all
stakeholder requirements are met and 
successful commercial fruits are sold for a
premium in the market place. As most 
activities involved in commercialising a new
variety are beyond the skills of the reference
committee and breeding team, a specialist
commercialiser of horticultural varieties
needs to be engaged. Thus, expressions of
interest have been sought from individuals
or organisations able to fulfill the role of a
commercialiser and implement the strategy,
the key features of which are as follows:

• Buds of new varieties are multiplied by 
Auscitrus.  

• Auscitrus will distribute buds to licensed 
nurseries to produce trees. 

• Licensed nurseries will propagate trees to
order as advised by the commercialiser.  

• At a later stage, Auscitrus will distribute 
buds to licensed top workers. 

• Licensed top workers will propagate trees
to order as advised by the commercialiser. 

• Only growers who agree to and sign a 
contract will receive grafted trees or 
top-working services. The grower contract
will stipulate agreed tree numbers, that 
further trees cannot be propagated by 
the grower, and that the grower is not 
permitted to distribute either trees or 
budwood to any other party. If a grower 
wishes to grow more trees, he/she must 
sign a new contract.

2 This strategy was presented during a series of grower information sessions held during 2003 in Queensland and SE Australia with a summary published in the Australian Citrus News (see Sykes, S.R. 2004, "Breeding new
Australian varieties… where we are headed." Australian Citrus News Vol. 80, February/March 2004, p6-7).

3 & 4  Fruits of Merbeingold 2350
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Over the past 3 years, some of the areas
Andrew worked on were:

• Project managing the roll out of the 
National Citrus Plantings Database. The 
national industry took this initiative, which
was first prototyped at the MVCB. All 
major citrus growing regions across 
Australia were aerially photographed, 
growers surveyed and crop plans sent 
out to growers. The resulting regional 
and national statistics form a powerful 
tool for the industry.

• Compilation of the weekly ‘Citrus WORLD
NEWS’ publication. This is a weekly media
scan of international citrus and trade 
related stories, available from ACG to any
Australian grower, distributed via email.

• Production of various reports. ACG 
monitors things such as: exports/imports 
of fresh citrus and juice; retail, wholesale
pricing; juice prices; tariff requirements; 
harvest information; retail market data; 
analysis of the data and reporting to 
industry.

• Researching issues involving or related to
the citrus industry e.g. export trade issues,
trends, economic data.

• Managing statistical and information 
updates for the ACG website.

• Coordination of the twice yearly 
“processing and marketing forums” 
These bring together growers with juice 
companies, packers, exporters and 
wholesalers to discuss and plan the 
coming season.

Andrew considers that one of the areas the
industry does not have a good handle on is
real-time, current, weekly supply chain data.
‘While we are good at looking back over 
history, the challenge is having access to
and then utilising current data from the
chain on a weekly basis.’ A new project that
Andrew was to manage is currently being
referred to as the ‘Citrus Information
Exchange’. This aims to capture the weekly
citrus supply chain supply / demand data.
The project commenced in February.

The ‘Citrus Information Exchange’ is modeled
on the Avocado industry’s very successful
‘Infocado’ system, where packing sheds have
contributed on a weekly basis, figures of
packed tonnages out of the sheds in the
‘past week’, coupled with a 4 week rolling
forecast of projected dispatches. More 
information about this project will be
released from Australian Citrus Growers 
over the coming months. ‘With oversupplied
markets, large volumes of surplus citrus and
shrinking requirements for processing fruit,
it is even more critical for business across all
of the citrus supply chain, to know what
volumes and quality are being distributed to
the various citrus markets on a weekly basis.’

These are just some of the projects that
Andrew has worked on at the ACG. Every
best wish is extended to him and his family
as he embarks on his new appointment.
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Andrew commenced in the citrus industry,
relocating to Mildura from the NSW South
Coast, in Jan 2003, arriving to a week of
above 40oC temperatures. He remembers 
distinctly being told by Kevin Cock in his
interview, that the “ocean breeze blows in
from Adelaide”. Three years on he was still
waiting for that ocean breeze to hit Mildura!

Before moving into the citrus industry,
Andrew worked in IT project management
for global corporates BHP and Computer
Sciences Corporation. He did stints in Sydney,
Wollongong, Newman and Perth. He is 
married to Anna and they have four young
children.
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Profile: Andrew Thompson

With his recent appointment as IT Manager at Gippsland Water, 
it is fitting to review Andrew Thompson’s role at Australian Citrus
Growers. 

Andrew Thompson.



The Impact on Citrus program equips 
individuals with the skills, knowledge and
confidence to participate in their industry 
at an individual, enterprise and industry level.
It comprised of two residential sessions
three months apart with participants making
a commitment to complete an industry
related project during that time. The program
design focussed on creating effective linkages
between existing leaders through mentoring
and participation at industry gatherings.

The graduation session included the 
presentation of the participant’s project 
outcomes that they have been working on
since the first session in January, with the
assistance of a mentor. This allowed the 
participants to put their skills learnt into
practice. The project presentations were 
followed by the graduation ceremony and
afternoon tea. 

The course is a significant initiative for the
industry and is expected to provide essential
outcomes to take the participants into the
next stage of increased self-management
for the Citrus Industry.

The following is a list of  participants and
their projects for your information.

Justin Gordon
Research the possibility of the Government
purchasing excess fruit for conversion into
concentrate for use in 3rd world countries.

Andrew Borer
Research the contribution the citrus industry
has on a local economy.

Tony Filippi
Change the perception that poor quality
fruit has to reach the market place, as this
current approach has a negative impact on
the market.

Gina Petrascu
Design eye catching citrus packaging for use
in supermarkets.

Rohan Ashley
Research the impact on quality between
grafted and new trees.

Amanda Beevers
Educate young children about citrus and its
nutritional value.
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Justin McPhee
Investigate the high cost of compliance for
Australian citrus growers compared to other
countries and lobby for change.

Michael Crisera
Create an understanding of the cost of
growing competitive marketable navel
oranges in the current market place.

Seamus Maloney
Formulate policy for the practical use of
post harvest oil.

Andrew McLennan
Develop and simplify operational business
systems for citrus enterprises, including
quality assurance and industry protocols.

Hamish McBryde
Analyse the effectiveness and efficiencies
involved in developing and marketing fruit
by the acre.

Simon Robb
Research how Australia compares to Spain
and the USA in terms of research and 
development and the implications of this
position.

Richard Mills
Research the introduction of a compulsory
levy on imported orange juice concentrate
for use in advertising Australian citrus.

Jason Kotz
Formulate a strategy to achieve ‘fruit fly
free’ status for the Sunraysia.
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The second and final session of the Impact on Citrus Industry
Training Program concluded on 2 May, 2006 in Melbourne with
the graduation of 14 participants. The graduation session took
place in the Conference room at the Melbourne Wholesale Market,
542 Footscray Road, West Melbourne.

1  Impact on Citrus Industry Training Program graduating participants. Back L-R: Tony Filippi, Jason Kotz, Rohan Ashley, Justin McPhee  Front L-R: Michael Crisera, Amanda Beevers, Justin Gordan 
2  Participants and industry personnel at the graduation session in Melbourne.

Impact On Citrus Graduation Session
(Proudly sponsored by the MVCB)

1 2
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DISCLAIMER No responsibility or guarantee is given or implied for any actions taken by individuals or groups as a result of information contained within this publication, and no liability will be accepted by the editor, 
or by the MVCB, for any loss resulting from any such use.

Blood Orange Group Shows Potential

Season 2005 
commenced on 22

July and ran through until
the middle of October. The last

of the fruit in October met some market
resistance due to the larger numbers of
mangos and stone fruit on offer. Quality this
season was good with both internal and
external colour very evident right from the
start. The group was aware that fruit from
some growers’ did not colour sufficiently to
market. This slight problem was in the 
difference in presentation of the packs
between sheds. Market agents commented
that packs from some sheds were brighter
and fresher looking than from others. This
possibly came back to wax and packing
equipment eg: pressure washers which 
some had and others didn’t.

In summary, the coordination of
marketing for Blood Oranges worked

well for the group, with net returns holding
up well throughout the season. The volume
of fruit was moved smoothly with the 
management of harvesting and outlets that
could regularly take good volumes of fruit.

The Blood Orange Group will be building on
this momentum and is keen to continue this
marketing plan in the coming season. They
will be conducting an information field day
on a grower’s property, inviting current and
intending members to attend. It is expected
two meetings will be held, one in the
Riverland and the other in Sunraysia in the
near future.

Further information and details may be
obtained from regional Industry
Development Officers. 

Tony Filippi IDO, MVCB

Telephone: 03 5051 0504

EJT Packers in Mildura,
Lochert Bros and Jumaluk
in the Riverland were the
three main packing sheds
involved in packing fruit for
the Blood Orange group. The
major growers in each region
gave them substantial tonnages
to work with, although some growers
chose to by-pass these packers and 
market outside the group. In total, for
season 2005, Favco Queensland marketed
around 10,000 x 10kg cartons of No 1 grade
and close to 1000 x 18kg cartons of juice
grade fruit.  

Prior to the commencement of the season,
Favco spoke with both Coles and Woolworths
supermarkets regarding the formation of the
group and both companies gave commitments
to put Blood Oranges on their shelves. Coles
sold the fruit nationally through their stores,
while Woolworths only had fruit in Queensland
for this season. They will monitor sales and
store feedback, which will be the deciding
factor in selling Blood Oranges through their
stores nationally next season. So far, all
feedback from the chain stores has been
positive. The marketing of the Blood Orange
group’s fruit through the market system was
on a national basis, with one agent in
Western Australia, one in Adelaide, five in
Melbourne, two in Sydney and three in
Brisbane. All agents agreed that the Blood
Orange group concept worked and the 
packaging and promotional leaflet was very
beneficial.

Season 2005 was the first season the Blood Orange group worked
with a coordinated marketing program, which was managed by
Favco Queensland. In consultation with the Blood Orange group,
they developed artwork for cartons, stickers, 1.5kg bags and a 
promotional leaflet, which formed the basis of the marketing 
program for Aussie Blood Oranges. 


